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INTRODUCTION 

 

Winter officially waved good bye, so what’s next? 

 Of course, “Hello Spring!” 

And when we speak of spring in Seoul, we’re obviously talking about cherry blossoms, the most awaited 

wonder when spring is in the air. 

 “Sakura”, its Japanese name, when on its full bloom bathe the city in white and soft pink color. 

Widely distributed, especially in the temperate zone of the Northern Hemisphere including Japan, Taiwan, 

Korea, China, West Siberia, Iran, Pakistan, India, Canada, and the United States. 

 The cherry blossom is considered the national flower of Japan and has a wide variety of over 200 types. 

It symbolize clouds due to their nature of blooming en masse, besides being an enduring metaphor for the 

ephemeral nature of life, an aspect of Japanese cultural tradition that is often associated with Buddhist 

influence. 

The beauty of this modest flower gives a dazzling adorn to South Korea, making it as one of the major tourist 

attraction every spring season. 

Thus, walking under the arrays of cherry blossom trees along the Han River, royal palaces, parks and every 

corner of Seoul is such a wonderful scenery and pleasure. 

Sakura flowers are known for its short sparkle. We may be able to behold its beauty in only 14 days, from the 

start of the blooming period to its peak blooming date, however can be shorten by frost or high 

temperatures combined with wind. 

So, before it will fade in front of your eyes, plan your travel ahead either you are from overseas or currently 

in the peninsula. 

I hope this book fully about the best places of cherry blossoms in Seoul may help you enjoy the most of the 

Cherry Blossoms Festival Season. 

Though countryside’s has the most magnificent view of this flower, I could guarantee that exploring Seoul 

alone will get you enough of this scenery. 

Enjoy your cherry blossom hunting, take tons of photos and make a vivid memory  

 

Maria Mimay 
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Alright let’s do our spring thing! 

 

My list of places here were categorized accordingly into how close the places are to 

eventually save your time and energy.  

I also included the best time you could start and your time frame for each places. 

 

A few words before you start: 

…. expect a huge a crowd especially if you’re visiting on weekends 

…. weekdays for tourists especially, is the best time to wander 

…. the earlier you start in the morning, the more wonderful photos you can get 

…. It’s better to visit by public transportation  

…. all parks and tourist spot listed here are FREE entrance 

… get ready your Tmoney for easy getting on and off from subway to bus 

 

 

 

Enjoy your Cherry blossoms…. 
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Best Places to Visit for Cherry Blossoms 

 

 Blooming Date     Places to Visit 

Day 1 (April 6-13, 2018)    National Assembly 

Yeuido Cherry Blossoms 

Namsan Tower and Park 

Day 2 (April 6-13, 2018)    Olympic Park 

Seokchon Lake Park 

Bongeunsa Temple 

Children’s Grand Park 

Day 3 (April 6-13, 2018)    Yangjae Citizen’s Forest 

Dongjak National Cemetery and Park 

Kyung hee University 

Day 4 (April 6-13, 2018)    Changdeokgung 

         Seoul Forest Park 

Day 5 (April 9-15, 2018)                                   Incheon Grand Park 

Chinatown 

                                      Fairytale Village 
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Day 1 

National Assembly 

(8:00 – 10:00am) 

 

Thousands of cherry blossom trees are located behind the National Assembly building. 

The cherry blossoms are lit up with various colored lights and a wide range of street 

performances and art exhibitions at night. 

 

(Tip: at the back of the National Assembly, facing the Han River, if you walk on your right the road of 

cherry blossoms will lead you to Yeouido. These two popular places are connected) 

And so, I eventually suggest you start from here. 

Transportation: 

National Assembly Station (Subway Line 9), Exit 1 or 6. 5 minute walk. 

(Subway fare depends from where you will be coming from, usually minimum of 1,200korean won 

if you’re within the city.) 

 

Entrance Fee: FREE 

www.mariamimay.net  
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Yeouido Cherry Blossoms 

(10:00am-12:00noon) 

 

It may take about 30 minutes or more depending on your pace to reach Yeouido Cherry 

Blossoms Festival from the National Assembly Building. The crowd is huge here as this is 

the most popular among the spring festival.  

The Yeouido Spring 

Flower Festival is held on 

Yeouiseo-ro road. The 

celebration is famous for 

its 1,886 Korean Cherry 

trees. 

The longest of them all. 

And the most visited. 

After may be an hour or 

two of drifting under the 

shade of these thousands 

of trees. Follow the direction to the subway station. The closest you can find is Yeouinaru 

Station. 

Transportation: 

 (This if you will be starting from 

Yeouido Cherry Blossom Festival) 

Dangsan Station (Subway Line 2 or 9), 

Exit 4. 20 minute walk. 

Yeouinaru Station (Subway Line 5), 

Exit 1. 20 minute walk. 

Yeouido Station (Subway Line 5 or 9), 

Exit 5. Take Bus 162, 262, or 461 to 

National Assembly Bus Stop. 

Entrance Fee: FREE 

www.mariamimay.net  
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Namsan Park 

(2:00pm-6:00pm) 

Namsan is so picturesque. One of my favorite place actually. The view of tower with cherry 

blossoms on its feet is lovely.  

From your trip at National Assembly and Yeouido road, you can choose on the following 

subway stations to get off.  

Transportations: (This direction is heading directly to the Namsan Tower.) 

1. Namsan Circular Shuttle Bus No. 02 

Subway station: Chungmuro Station (Seoul Subway Line 3, 4), Exit 2 (in front of 

DaehanCinema) or Dongguk University Station (Seoul Subway Line 3), Exit 6. 

2. Namsan Circular Shuttle Bus No. 03 

Subway station: Seoul Station (Seoul Subway Line 1, 4), Exit 9, Itaewon Station (Seoul 

Subway Line 6), Exit 4 or Hangangjin Station (Seoul Subway Line 6), Exit 2. 

3. Namsan Circular Shuttle Bus No. 05 

Subway station: Myeong-dong Station (Seoul Subway Line 4), Exit 3 or Chungmuro 

Station (Seoul Subway Line 3), Exit 2 (in front of Daehan Cinema). 

 

www.mariamimay.net  
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[Cable Car] 

Get off at Myeong-dong Station (Seoul Subway Line 4) 

and Exit 3. 

Walk for about 15 minutes following the street on the 

right side of the Pacific Hotel. The cable car boarding 

place will be seen ahead. 

(On spring peak season, I cannot guarantee you an 

easy way.. most probably there will be a long line of 

people here.) 

Entrance Fee: FREE (except going up to the 

Observatory deck) 

There’s no problem starting from the tower. You can go around and there’s a lot to see. You 

can even go up to the Observatory Deck…but with an entrance fee. 

When you’re done on the tower and you wanted to explore more of this tourist spot you 

can choose to follow the direction of the buses. There’s only one way going down to the 

main road. That road will lead you to the array of cherry blossom trees. 

 

You’ll find the main road at the bottom and buses to Heoyeon Station (Subway Line 4) or 

Namdaemun Market are available. 

www.mariamimay.net  
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Day 2 

Olympic Park 

(8:00am-9:30am) 

 

Olympic Park is one great place for cherry blossoms too. It’s going to take an hour or 2 

wandering this entire park. The good news is, even on weekends it isn’t that crowded here. 

If you’re going to be early, you can catch up the tram and go around the park leisurely. The 

amount of cherry blossoms here aren’t massive compared to Yeouido or the National 

Assembly. 

But it has its own uniqueness. Follow my lead and you’ll surely love the view. 

From Mongchontoseong station of Line 8 head to exit 1. 

You’re going to see the Olympic ring, turn left on the first corner, from there you can 

already see these array of cherry blossoms. 

 

www.mariamimay.net  
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Finish taking photos? 

 

Continue walking passing the museum and follow the road along a small stream. You’re 

going to see a small bridge… oppps! Do not cross!  just walk passing the bridge up to the 

end and when you go nearer to the end of the stream, you’ll surely not going to miss the 

sight of the Korean old house on top of a hill. Go up thru the stairs. 

Don’t stay long anyway. There’s more today. 

Go back to the same way you’ve taken and walk directly to the direction of Lotteria. There 

is a small alley on the side that will take you to the main road. Walk on your right and you’ll 

see the nearest bus stop. Take bus #4413 (blue bus) and get off at Seokchon Lake. 

It will just be a 5-minute ride, only 3 bus stops actually,  
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After passing Lotte World, you can already see the lake. 

 

Seokchon Lake Park 

(10:00am- 12:00noon) 

 

Seokchon Lake is completely in full swing when I visited. The sweet cherry blossoms and 

walking under this heavenly sight is definitely a pleasure. Soft pink and white shade 

covers the pathway that gives delightful feeling to every visitors. 

Cherry blossoms around Lotte World theme park is one amongst the many places in Seoul 

that I adored when this flowers blooms. 

Walking around Seokchon Lake will take you about 1 and a half hours for a full round 

starting from the back of Lotte World Tower to Lotte World Theme Park. 
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Transportation:  

(If you choose to only visit this tourist spot.) 

Jamsil Station (Seoul Subway Line 2 and 8), Exit 2 or 10. 

Walk approx. 200m to Seokchon Lake. 

 

Once done, follow the direction to Jamsil or Lotte World,take your lunch and head to 

Bongeunsa temple. 
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Bongeunsa Temple 

(2:00pm – 3:30pm) 

Bongeunsa temple is seated in the center of Seoul just right beside COEX. A millennial Buddhist 

temple with a long and rich history. A major tourist attraction and popular for visitors who wanted 

to experience templestay. 

The temple has several halls that houses different functions for their diversified programs open 

for tourists and locals. 

The flowers around the temple were such a great landscape. 

Transportation: 

Bongeunsa Temple Station (Seoul Subway Line 9), Exit 1. 

Walk straight for 150 m. 
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Off to our last spot of Day 2… the Children’s Grand Park. Go back to the subway station, and 

check your map to Children’s Grand Park Station, Line 7. 

 

Children’s Grand Park 

(4:00pm – 6:00pm) 

This theme park offers mini zoo, picnic ground, fountain, children’s museum and playground to run 

around. Tulips and other flowers beutify the entire park. Best place for kids, if you have one. 

Situated in Gwangjin-gu, Seoul 

Children’s Grand Park houses 

various facilities for families, 

including a zoo, botanical garden, 

amusement rides, and diverse 

performance events within a vast 

area. Opened on Children’s Day 

(May 5) in 1973,  

This park is full of attractions 

that’s appealing to children and 

the young-at-heart. 

Transportation: 

Children's Grand Park Station (Seoul Subway Line 7), Exit 1. 

Entrance Fee: FRE 
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Day 3 

Yangjae Citizen’s Forest 

(8:00am-9:30am) 

 

Yangjae Citizen’s Forest Park long line of cherry blossoms. Lesser crowd even on weekends. 

Transportation: 

Shinbundang Line (Red line), get off at Yangjae Citizen’s Forest Station exit 5 

Entrance Fee: FREE 
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Dongjak National Cemetery 

(11:00am – 1:00pm) 

Dongjak National Cemetery is an open memorial park famous with its weeping cherry blossoms 

trees. Here stands a lot of old yet fascinating cherry blossoms trees. 

Transportation: 

Line 4  Dongjak Station…exit 2 or 4. 

 Entrance Fee: FREE 

From exit 4, the main entrance, move around the entire memorial park, and you’ll see the weeping 

cherry blossoms trees. This is popular to locals as a picnic ground 
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Kyung Hee University 

(2:30 – 5:00pm) 

With well-groomed gardens and Gothic-style buildings, its campus is one of the most beautiful 

university campuses in Seoul. In spring,it is a picnic ground for locals. 

Transportation: 

Hoegi Station (Seoul Subway Line 1 & Jungang Line), Exit 1. 

Look for the Green Village Bus that will take you to this university. It is located on the last stop for 

5minutes ride only. 
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Day 5 

Changdeokgung 

(8:00am – 11:00am) 

 

Changdeok Palace is well-preserved and still has many of its original features. It is surrounded by 

beautiful cherry blossom trees. It is best visited if you’ll wander wearing a Hanbok, a Korean 

traditional dress. And if you’re wearing one, you need not to pay the entrance fee. 

All entrance fee to palaces are actually FREE if you’re going to enter wearing Hanbok. 

You can find Hanbok rental shops near the vicinity of each palaces 

 

Transportation: 

Anguk Station (subway line 3) exit 3, roughly 5 min. away on foot 

Jongno 3(sam)-ga Station (subway lines 1, 3, 5) exit 6, roughly 10 min. away on foot 

Entrance Fee: General Admission (palace only): 

Adult (aged 19-64): 3,000 won 

Youth (aged 7-18): 1,500 won 
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Seoul Forest Park 

(1:00pm-4:00pm) 

Located in the heart of Seoul, Seoul Forest is the third largest park in the city, open year round and 

free admission. There’s also a long array of sweet spring flowers that walking under its shades is 

a heavenly sight. 

From the entrance follow the trail to butterfly garden and turn left after the Insect garden. The way 

to this delightful scenery will lead you to the Deer farm. Tulips and cherry blossoms in this park 

are so great. 

Transportation: 

From Bundang Line (Yellow line) get off at Seoul Forest Station 

and head to exit 3. Get on the elevator and it will lead you to the main entrance. 
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Day 5 

Incheon Grand Park 

(8:00am-12:00noon) 

Incheon Grand Park is an urban and biggest park in Incheon. A vast land with picnic grounds, 

biking lanes, zoo, pond and other recreations available for public and a free admission. Bikes are 

also available for rent. 

It’s also popular for its long line of cherry blossoms. The full swing of this flower festival was not 

far different from the same festival in Yeouido. The pathway which are lined by these sweet 

flowers are congested well with people, the usual scenario in all popular cherry blossoms 

locations around Korea. 

Transportation: 

Take Line 1 to Songnae Station..exit 1. 

Take bus # 16-1, 909 or 103 and get off at Incheon Grand Park. 

 

Entrance Fee: FREE 
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China town 

(1:30pm – 4:00pm) 

From your visit to Incheon Grand Park, the next place is China town. If you haven’t gotten your 

lunch shove in to any Chinese restaurant. Sakura’s here are also wonderful…. and less people. 

 

Transportation:  

Incheon Station (Seoul Subway Line 1), Exit 3.  

The entrance to Incheon Chinatown is directly across the 

street. 

Entrance Fee: FREE 
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Fairytale Village 

(4:00pm – 6:00pm)  

 

This isn’t a cherry blossom haven but an entirely different place. A village of fairytale characters 

all in one place. This place is located next to Chinatown, so take the opportunity to visit and have 

fun in the world of…once upon a time 

Murals were everywhere in vibrant colors. A total work of art! 

 

 

Transportation: 

Take line 1 to Incheon station, exit 2.  

Takes about 10minutes on foot. Just 

follow the sign to 동화마을 Fairytale 

Village. 
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About the Author 

 

 

 

Maria Mimay  is a hobbyist photographer and loves to wander. 

A blogger at www.mariamimay.net. 

Her website updates about her travel stories, festivals, and events in South Korea. 

She is also featuring the Filipino Community’s events and updates. 

 

FB Page: https://www.facebook.com/mariamimay.net/  
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